UPS Shanghai Facility

Adding to a growing network, the new Shanghai facility is the fourth in the Shanghai area, increasing UPS’s capacity and reach into China. This network is backed by the trusted UPS brand and leverages UPS’s global logistics expertise to simplify U.S.-to-China distribution, allowing you to penetrate emerging inland markets. Complemented by end-to-end processes and innovative technology, UPS is helping you expand with ease.

UPS FACILITIES PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING ADVANTAGES:

- **Emerging Market Access** — Strategic locations within the UPS network give you access to transportation, brokerage and distribution resources that help you get the right products to the right customers at the right time.

- **Sophisticated Technology** — With our powerful and secure IT platform, you get the global visibility for precision planning and execution as well as the flexibility to change things when demand shifts.

- **Asset-Light Scalability** — Help reduce your cost and capital investment. Our worldwide network gives you a global presence instantly, without investing to build your own. UPS’s multi-client facilities allow you to reduce supply chain costs while serving new markets.

- **Expertise** — Our integrated source-to-customer solutions designed by our highly skilled logistics resources — including transportation, distribution, trade management and value-added services — create a single point of contact across the supply chain, streamlining operations to give you peace of mind when expanding into new markets.

FAST FACTS

**Building Features**

- 24/7 CCTV monitoring system
- Equipped with sprinklers
- Fire protection system with China Fire Code C2 certification
- 6,540.63 square meters of warehouse space (70,403 square feet)
  - Aligns to four-star warehouse rating according to China Code for General Warehouse
- Hardened concrete floor with emery coating
- Nine-meter net height
- Skylights
- Dual-circuit back-up electrical power supply

**Scope of Service**

- Provides distribution and warehousing for multiple clients
- Connectivity to UPS global IT platforms for Contract Logistics, with the ability for EDI connection to customer systems
- Ability to customize client solutions
- Transportation management
- Kitting, packaging and specialized value-added services

**Strategic Advantages**

- Three kilometers from Shanghai PVG airport, the biggest international cargo airport in China
- Three kilometers from UPS Asia Pacific International Air Hub in Shanghai, allowing for late order cut-off up to 3 p.m.
- Four-hour delivery orders within Shanghai urban area; next-business-day orders for major cities across China
- Strong interstate road access

For more information on UPS’s services, visit ups.com/contractlogistics
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